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ABSTRACT
Founded in 1.967, Harlem Prep is an independent,

non-sectarian school, located in She Central Harlem section of New

Yorx City. The school currently has an enrollment of more than 600
Students who range in age from 16 to over 40. The student body is
primarily black, male, and from the lower socioeconomic groups.
However, the student population also includes whites, women, and'a

fey higher socioeconomic backgrounds. The background of'the faculty
is as varied as the students. These heterogeneous groups are molded
into a cqhosive society through the school's over riding-principle of
diversity.in unity. While a traditional college preparatory program
is followed, courses are also given that reflect the student's
interests and backgrounds. The particular-,,courses are detertined

jointly by the students, fitulty, and adminstration.Harlem Prep has
created an"educational milieu that enables 'students, wiromother
schools had labeled "deprived., different, disadvantaged, and
,disaffected" to achieve and develop. This exemplary program could be

replicated elseihele if administrators, teachets and able students
create an atmosphere and expend an effort commensurate with that of

Harlem Prep. (Aubbor/JM)
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`Preface '

In efforts at improv'ng the qu ality at.ei'ical-ion 6?id al justifying
-

expendittires for comper.sotay education and school desegregation we ore

increasingly dependent upon the data or evaluatiVe research,. Yet the.

data frOm many of these evaluation effOrts conducte over ,thepost twelve

years ore confused and inconclusive. The findings from these studies

are sometimes controdicitory. The interpretations have become .e subject
2

of considerable controversy, particularly os these findings and interpietations

appear to contradict some of our cherished assumptions concerning,education
o

and educability. The lock of,clority with respect to the meaning of these

data and the value of such programs is rn port attribut able to o variety of

problems in-the design and conduct of evoluotive research. Among these

problems, increasing'attention islei.ng called to the fact that there ore
t

sparse data concerning the specific nature ofprogrom interventions. These

_tendotobe reported under labels or brief descriptions which provide little

information 're lalive to the nature and quality of the treatments to which the

.pupils studied ore exposed. In on effort of gaining a better understonding

of the content ancinature of some of these programs, this project was

directed at describing selected programs thought to be exemplary of quality,

A

At

progress, trends or problems, in compensatory education and school desegregation.
a

Ten compensatory education prograrris and two school desegregation programs were

selected for detailed desgription.

The principal piacedures utilized in this study included documentary

4
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analysis/ direct observation of .,programs and interviews- with-selected

informants. The tasks to be accomplished included identification ;and

selection of projects to be atidied, collection oc all available data on

each project 5onsjdered, field study of promising candidate projects,

Preparation of descriptive reports/final selection and reporting.

Fotlowing is the description of one of these selected programs.

For the complete report of this project see document 'number:ED 099 458

inthe ERIC system.
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Designed to

rag.

,

provide an alternatiire,college preparatory edu.cationffor fAudetits

for various reasons, have dropped out of traditional

secondary schools -
er,provide opportunity 9.1 college attendance to able' students who

could o-therwise not attend
.

,

s..11

Through'

4n educational atmosphere that reflects the contributions :If a

, heterogeneous but unified administration, teaching faculty

) .

and student body

a sensitive, dynamic administration of headmaster, c-urriculum

administrator, and college placement officer

cominitted, flexible, able teachers

highly motivated, articulate, able students

relevant, varied curriculum

'Harlem Prep has achieved

The college placement of all students who have successfully

completed the course of study (approximately 500 students in

189 colleges-since 196-7)

the retention in college of all but 17 of those placed

(of this 17, 3 died, and 'the others left because of military or

family obligations.)

,
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The spate of programs designed to enable disadvantaged urban youth

to attend post-secondary institutions and the conlcommitant efforts',

:?ficolLages and universities to recruit them have brought many new
5

stude7(nta into higher education. Yet these endeavors have been'
k

-!
aimed primarily at students who emained within traditional

schools, Few prograins have been directed 7..t the student of college
1

,

poteretial who "dropped out." The growth of;the street academies
< 4,,

. 1
. .

and academies of transition, independent schoO1S supported by

contributions, is a response to the needs of this disadvantaged

Population. One of the most successful of these wchooli is H'arlem Prep.

St)MMARY

Founded in 1967, Harlem Prep is an independent, non - sectarian

school, located, in the4Cegtral Harlem section of New York City.

'This area, home of the largest black community in the United States,

is blighted by extreme poverty, substandard housing, high unemployment,

a high crime rate, and rampant drug addiction. The school, currently

has 'an' enrollment of more than 600 students who range in age
O

frozn 16 to over 40. The student body is primarily black, male,

and from the lower socioeconomic groups. However, the studez_.#

population also includes whites, women, and a fewhigher socioeconomic

backgrounds. The background of the faculty is as varied as,the

students' .. "These heterogeneous groups who espouse different

religious and political philosophies as well are molded into a cohesive
4
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society thrbugh the school's overriding principle.of diversity in

unity. Diffbrences are tolerated and 'explored, and the determination

\ to enable these students to furtfi4 their ed6cation predominates. predominates..

While a traditional college preparatory program is followed,..:ourses

are also given that, reflecE,the student's interests and backgrounds.

The particular courses are 'determined jointly by the student4,

faculty, and administration. Through the effOrts of dedicated teachers

and administration, Harlem Prep has created an educational mil

that enables students, whom other 'schoiils.had labeled:" deprived,."

"different, "" disadvantaged", "and "disaffected, "'to achieve an
.4,

develop. At at time when the-public questions the appropriateness
00

of costly educational plants and technological systems, the success

of this educational endeavor (located in a former supermarket)

should give educators and educational planners pause. This
, -----

exemplary program could be replicated elsewhere if administrator:;,
ti ..

-teachers and able students create an atmosphere and, expend an ,

eIfortCommensurate with'that of Harlem Prep.

WHERE WHEN WHY

In 1961,. Harlem Prep opened its doors (in New York City's 369th

Armory) to 49 students. .At the beginning, it recruited its student

population from street acadernies,and academies of transition. Today

' draws on arnuch wider population fox: its student body and has

moved to a former supermarket at 8th Avenue and 136th Street.

4
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WHAT

. The objects of Harlerri Prey are defined.in its charter;

.

To establish, condtict, opetateladd maintain a nod-sectarian.
.

, ,..,
. . ,,.

private college preparatory school for boys and girls,
. -

betwein the ages of 16 ,and 21 who have drbpped out of `school

and who, in the opinion of the administration of school,

can be motivated tocomplete secinidary'edvcaiiov to provide

such ducationfOT such boys 6.nd ,girls, and.to developsuch
,.f.,...
4. l ' I

3 liaison wiith a number of colleges eagerand willing to accept
. 4 .

suchgraduates: .-
i*.:

..

The age of the candidates now ranges from 16 to over 40, and the
. \

o . .. .

charter, .granted provisibnally for 3 years, in 1967 by the New York
.

4.
: ...

, ..
State Department of Education, has been extended,

.
WHO .Students

A

Students are not recruited at Harlem Prep. The rapid and steady

Increase in its enrollment (now over 600) is due, to the reputation

of the school. Principals and guidance.colanselors at other schools

frequently refer students. Students initiate contact with the school.

The parent 1.ncl1or student calls or visits.' Then the r'student

receikvesAriformation on retiuirements and admissions procedures.

Students mustfia a formal application within the specified time.

The students are'notified by mail, when to report for the Gates--"MacGinitie

Reading Test.

9
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Those ;law pass the test are requested to return again for,

At tbtf time, the student brings
A

-
"

s eling.

an autobiography, which becorAes -part of

sr perrnaLentr'ec8rd. He is cpunselled bythe Gellege iit:cement
. ,

Counselor and completes a college placement forrn.i. During the
,.. ,. . ...,t'elision, the goals and objectives* of both student and schobl are

' 1 a . ..

discussed., The prospective Student talks, with other facility member's,
k. ,, .

P' administrators, and students. If he and they feel that he Could benefit.,,

froni attendance at the Prep,"--11te is admitted.l .
+- . ,_Mopt students have dropped out of other secondary. schools.

- Somi.have attendealsarochial.or other priVate schools. Otheis, like

an 1,431%!and a subway engineer, 'have come from sernf4killed

and yocational occupation's. Others had finiihed high school but were
.

not prepared to enter college.

e

Tlwst more thant600 students'who now contribute to the intellectual
,

ferment at Harlem Prep represent many c3,ifferent national, cultural

.4.

and religious basckgrOunds. The predominently black and male student

po.pulation include,s Afro - Americans from, the north,. south, and
*

mid-west and ArIcans from east and west Africa, the Caribbean,

Canada, and the West Indies. There ar,e Catholics,

Black Jews, MuSlim.folkwers of Elijah Mohammed,

AsProtestants, Jew's,
r .,

brieslim followers

L

okMalcolm'X, Orthodox Muslims, Buddhists and adherents of the
.

Balla ii and Yoruba religions. Every major philosophy of civil
_

'rights is represented -- militant, middle class "conservative, natidnalist,

`ind integrationist.

'Former dope addicts, jail inmates, deliquents, and unwed mothers

are students, Some students live with one, or both' parents, or

gliardians who are unually relatives. Approxim,ately 30 percent of the

1.



,student body is married, but approximately 40 perc'ent are parents
c

. (3iiigle and,marriead). Of the twenty-five Percent who are tetally ,.., ,; a . \
,... J.nd,a-pendent, ten oercentcare vetdrans. Some are employed

'74 6
4 .

by the schoa as part'art lime clerks, secretaties, switchboaxtd operators,

Janitcir3 and cafeteria helpers.. While the majority of students live
t

in the five boroughs that comprise Ne-itYark,CitY, still others come

from Nassau and Westchester counties, algeviJersey; and eonnecticut.,

. Yet despite this diversity, the students shate several things in

common: first they are primarilyiforiii the lower socioeconomic

strata of society; secondly; for-most of them, Harlem Prep represents
.

their list or only chance, to continue their. e cation.Most Important,
. . . 4 1

however, is their strong motiyation and 'deter ation'to achievli
. . ,
their goal IN 1 attendance at college and eventual). a professional career.

The lives which have brought them to.this tion have
,

taught them the elements of,.sur.viVala, bu't they are notbittet: Their
I

'motto " IVlojo Logo", Alritan words which translate to." unity"

and bro erhood, "dominate's the,atrnosPhere. They speak with,

*Oride of the diverse races, nationalities, religions ,aria philosophies

imongplem.
I . t:-.,

. Many aspire to become lawyers and doctors, 'although othertZ
. ,/ ,

.soei.1 service professions.and the physical-sciences age also cited.

They plala to return to their dommimities and help others to escape
/ .

porn the surroundings math; which th6y. are all too-familiar.

11



\WHO Teachers

,The backgrounds and professional experience of the teacaing staff
1

is as varied as that of the students. The teachers come from -,11 parts

. of the United States, Iran, Guatemala and Barbados, tndhave.
taught.in many countries. They represent cliffere'nt races and

religionsi.-=:-Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, Muslim, Buddhist\and

Bahati.' In age, -they range from,their early twenties thtough

fifties.')Theli experience is vast, some haviltg taught for.as long,

is 20 years. Only one is not certifiable by the State of New:1(0k.

rA I,

t

Some,have onlrbachelors degrees; others Have doctorates; stilldegrees;
. ..

others ;have two rrlsters degrees.- Ope teacher in African. history i
-

has no, degree bu

at local colleges.

Harlem Prep's. 19
.

Harlem Prep.

\
t has authored several boOk's andbeen a guest lec tttrer

This fall, newly graduated teacher 'members

67 graduating class, will return to teach at
tr.%

There is no formal recruitmentof teachers atliarlern Prep.,

Interestin students is the maj?r criterion empl4ree, in the choice of

faculty ,from among the applicants who submit approximately 700 ).

applications or resumeb p4r year. ,A teaching, candidate is ,interviewed
. .Ito determine his or her possible contribution to the school. Those

that 'are seriously considered then teach for two weeks with salary.

During this, period, the stticlents and other.facultybeCome acquainted

`with.the prospective teacherand his ability..' The administration,,."
gaculty, and students decide jointly or the final appointment.

.

Teacher turnover is slight.. Some started with the school in 1966.

12
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. s4 Most full-time teachers who leave ,desire to continue their awn

education. Volunteers from the Port Authority and many corporations,

indluding AT-T: and IBM, return yiar after year- to tutOr,and help

with clerical. work.

co.

HOW.

4

f.

The success of Harlem Prep in achie ng the college placement

of its students and in the provision of an atmosphere in which this
0.

can.octur is the result of two factors: a curriculum that fulfills'
the requirements for college admission and is More relevant to7 .

a

these attendants' world; and, more important, a teaching/learning

environment based on mutual- respect and understanding among

adininistrators, faculty, and 'students.

CURRICULUM

Although initially the curriculum,wAs determined by the-teachers
:

and administration, today students assist in the planning and selection
19

of the courses that they will follow. In view of the size of....Ilar-lem-
0

Prep, the curriculum is extensive and diversified. Only mathematics

and English are required subjects: The mathematics courses range

from generarmathematics to calCulus and analytical trigonometry.

American history, the history and culture orChina, and African

history are offered in the social sciences. A new couse in philosophy,

}las evoked tremendous enthl/siasm 'and will be both continued and

expanded. A coursem Women in Literature is also giveh.
"S?
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Science courses are offered in chemistry, physics ,and biologP.

Since much of the Prep's funding is from industry, opportunities

for field trips abound.

HOW1;(cont'd) The Educatioal Milieu
11.

The atmosphere that pervades Harlem Prep is largely responsible

for its success. This results from the clOse effective relatiOns'hips

that exist between administrators, teachers, and pupils.

The headmaster, Edward F. Carpenter, has established this

atmosphere and chooses faculty who will contribute to it. His

capacity to share responsibility with capable individuals has promoted

the attitude of mutual responsibility in gOal achievement. His

belief in human dignity and indivichial worth permitted reciprocal

resiect to flourish. Students and teachers believe that he is just

and impartial, and the students trust him.

The curriculum administrator, An Carpenter, his wife, is

responsible for the quality of the education within the educational setting.

She has,selected extremely able and committed faculty to execute

the educational proceis.

The-college placement officer, .E. 'Solomon MacFarlane,

understands the problems of these students and selects those who

Will be able to achieve the goal of college entrance. He also

maintains close contact with approximately 200 colleges and universities,

assists students to obtain financial aid, .and keeps in touch with them

after they go to college.

The hiring of teachers by joint decision eliminateg the adjustment
.



problems that confront new teachers in other situations.. More

important, Harlem Prep teachers are able teachers and extremely

'knowledgeable about their subjects. They are flexible and a3le to

make decithions. They demand p..-oficiency and they teach the

student to relate the subject matter to his life in a way that is

relevant to him as an individual.

Yet teachers do encounter problems with students; sometimes

there are conflicts in personality, and occasionally teachers are

accused of unfairness. 'Teachers have the ability and strength

to accept student challenges, open c:riticism and incisive questions,

even when these are expressed in anger. They appear to view

questions as involvement instead of disruptions. When there are

conflicts, these are discusSed with am arbitrator and resolved to

the satisfaction of both.

The students possess the ability and motivation to go to college.

At Harlem Prep they receive guidance and assistance to get there.

All students who receive a diploma from Harlem Prep enter college

although all students who enter do not receive a diploma. The

selection process is not fail-safe and some students, whom seem ready

prove otherwise. The percentage who leave is small but does

exist. Some of the inherent factors' in school-leaving among the

-Poor are operative at Harlem Prep. Inability of parents to provide

financial support causes parental pressure to leave school. Moreover,

the large number of parents among the student body and the

students' own age contribUte further to parental pressure to leave

15
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school and earn a living. This is compounded by the dearth of

part-time employment which would. permit continuation of schooland

at the same time provide a means of support. Lack of babys:Kers

is also instrumental.

Still other students are not committed or .emotionally ready.

These students sometimes return later to complete the requirements.

Students are given leaveS of absence when they are unable to contique

in school. Emergency leaves are granted up to two weeks, with

the consent of teachers and administration. The student is still

responsible for his classwork. Longer leaves up to a year can be

granted. /

The students take an z.ctive part in the affairs of Harlem Prep,

_ They have a student council and write their own constitution. A

student serves on the board of trustees, _and a student representative,

attends all faculty meetings. The council hears all student grievances

and recommends action to be taken. Students and teachers plan

eourse'work together. Course evaluation by both students and

teachers is an integral part of curriculum evaluation and modification.

One of the,major overriding concerns is lack of funding for the

OcIaool. An active student committee engages in various fund-raising-

activities, such as dances, parties, and tournaments. Well-known

personalities, suchsuch as Sammy Davis, Jr., and Ossie Davis, have

also participated in fund-raising activities. Students in the audio-.
frisual department make video tapes for television advertisement and

fund-raising. Students maintain a speakers' bureau and administer

a student welfare account.

1_ 6



HOW Cost

Harlem Prep requires an annual expenditure of approximatuly

$450, 000 - $500, 000 per year in order to operate. At preseni:, the

need to find additional funding, absorbs much of the headmaiteF's

time and energies and is an omnipresent source of concern. The

Prep ir. currently supported by corporations including Standard Oil

of New Jersey, 1BM,(, Chase Manhattan Bank and Union Carbide, and

by foundations including Ford and Carnegie. However it is unlikely .
1>

that these grantors will fund the program,indefinitely. Smaller

grantcrs,:kaffected by a tight economy, have been restricted. While

there is an Upward Bound program, not all, of the students are
--

eligible for the _program. 'Ai-terppts to institute an annual tuition

of $200.00 were unsuccessful and the practice has been discontinued.

The absence of permanent funding for the program is its major
a.problem and would undoubtedly hinder any similar program,

contemplated elsewhere.

WHAT Evaluation

The program has achieved its gOal to achieve college placement

for its students. Students who complete the requirements are

accepted by one or more colleges and receive a.diploma. .In the Spring

of 1972, 140 students graduated and are pow in colleges and universities

throughout the United States. Four hundred-ninty-six students have

been placed in colleges and universities since the school's founding

.17



in 1967.

The school does not end its contact with the student when he

enters 'college: The school ccattacts college courAelors and assists

the students to obtain financial aid. Students may return to Harlem

Prep fQr psychological, emotional or academic assistance until

they have made a satisfactory adjustment at college. 'The placement

Counselor maintains contact with the.`colleges to inquire about

alumni. progress. Only 17 who have gone on to college have left;

, of this total, 3 died, arras .d service obligations,' economic pressure,

and family responsibilities were other reasons.

EFtEC-T,IVENESS

The project is basically an educational rehabilitation effort

directed at providing an alternative route for youngsters who show

some evidence of having potential for gaining_college admission.

If one can identify young adults who are appropriately. m otivated,

141/ se young people can be made acceptable for admission to higher_

education through the use of fairly traditional curriculum content,

presented in a context which enhances its perceived relevance, and
administered by a committed staff. Among its unique features is

the school's assumption of responsibility for the development of its st-u.do.Lts

until they are admitted to a post-secondary institution. Students

simply do not graduate from Harlem Prep until they have gained

admission to a collegeier equivalent.

There are few experiments in secondary education which are
i.

perceived to be more successful in serving minority group and

18
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- disadvantaged late adolescent and young adult populations than is

Harlem Prep. Student and teacher morale is high. All students'

who complete the program at 1-IL.rlem Prep are admitted to college.
.

Of the initial thirty-five graduates of the school, two have returned

to the institution as teachers. Street academies modeled after

Harlem Prep are being developed in a number of urbah areas

around the country.

there are some problems, however, which bear Closer study.

One could argue that it is no substantial achievement to secure

college admission for those studnets identified as most likely to

succeed. It may be that the critical determining variable is the

motivation to attend college on the part of the students, rather than

the program of the institution. However, fbr a population for which

college attendance is the exception rather than the rule, simple

desire to go to college does not seem to be a sufficient condition to

insure college admission. Consequently,, 'an agency which seeks

to secure college admission for such a motivated population must,

be viewed as socially useful even,if,none of its operations are

unique. Beyond the question of social utility, however, is the

nature of, the processes by which such an institution achieves 100%

ti placement for its graduates. In the review of this programie

becomes evident that the selection process assumes great importance.

Although the process is more subjective than objective and has not

been subjected tb definitive analysis and evaluation, it does appear

that de school has identified several criteria which may be

applicabre to other efforts at more relevant selective admission.

5
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The criteria utilized in teacher selection have proven highly

successful. The major: elements c) that process seem to be:

1. Flexibility in adapting teaciwig methods and subject matter.
1.

A teacher will teach algebra,,, trigonometry, geometry in

the same 'class.

2, Teacher ability and strengt of personality resulting int
,acceptance'of strong stude challenge, open criticism and'

incisive questions.

3. Teacher ability to react in such a way as to keep the lesson

on topic, make subjects re ate to the students, while

letting students speak their minds.

It cannot be said that the curriculum categories of Harlem Prep.

are - unique. However, within fairIy traditional categories, it

does appear that a wide variety o materials and problems are

utilized -as the vehicles through w ich content and process mastery
, .

are achieved. For example, stunts taking science Courses make

field trips-to in-dustrial laboratories where they are able to see

'the application of scientific principles and methodology. However,

the absence of any high degree of systematization in curriculum

development'and th,e almost ad hoc nature of the process makes it

difficult if not impossible to identify generalizable feattires. The
s

contribution of the curriculum to the success of the students. is
,

probably'a function of the almost fortuitous, yet positive, relationship,

between -the special needs and interests of students and the interests ,
amid talents of teachers. Considerable effort seems to be directed

at selecting staff members who can achieve congruence with Harlem

Prep students and at elisuring that congruence is achieved and
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.maantamed in their .work. Such relationships are .an important part

01 the program.at this institution, but, since it is more intuitively

bas.id and personalistic in its ex2ressioni it is difficult to export

and apply this feature to other programs.

The school gives considerable e:mphasis to the fact that ,it

operates in an atmosphere of warmth and openness which provides

fre'edom for teachers and students to express the full extent of their

intellectual capacity, 'while, at the same time, contributing to the

enrichment of self-concept on the part of the students., This is a

Position that finds wide support in the current approaches to

education ind.although many'people associate enhanced pupil

achievement with such circumstances of learning, there Is, as yet,

little definitive evidence to support these assumptions. One still
_

may question the_adequaey and rigor of scholarship developed under

Such circumstances ,.nd the transferability of skills and competencies

acquired in such settings to other types of lea ping environments

Which are not so organized. In addition, there are real problems

With respect to the generalizabilitY of such organization of learning

eeriences. A open, unstructured learning situation may be

Contributing to student progress at Harlem Prep primarily because

the students who come and stay bring high levels of motivation and

relatively high levels of ability. The suitability of such an environment

for less able and less motivated students and for 6tudents more in

need of direction and structure is questionable. Yet most observers

and all.participants repOrt tha/t Harlem Prep works; students seek
-N

out the institution; they learn what they need and want there; they
N ,

get admitted to college; and the institution provides an educational

N I
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opportunity not available to this population from other sources. We
are forced to conclude that if one is looking for an alternative to
the traditional hgih school for either a population such as that at
Harlem Prep or a different population with similar abilities axla needs,

the model which is emerging here merits 'serious consideration.
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